
Large Test Bed Project – The next step of our project is a significant progres-

sion for the Healtbots team. We are currently planning a large scale testbed pro-

ject which will utilise 35 robots!!! A massive expansion from previous user trials. 

The purpose of the trial is to evaluate the benefits for robots helping to care for 

older people; many interactions are needed if we are to show the statistical signifi-

cance of the potential benefits.  

Opportunities for NZ Companies—  This large scale testing of the robotic plat-

form will create substantial opportunities to collaborate with other New Zealand 

companies. The Healthbots team is already partnering with a number of New Zea-

land companies and is eager to work with other companies focused on improving 

the care of seniors and those living with long term conditions. 

Kumanu Partnership– New Zealand companies interested in collaborating with 

the Healthbots project please visit www.kumanu.com   

Healthbots Funding Success —  The Korean government has recently an-

nounced funding for four international testbed projects. Healthbots, in collabora-

tion with companies ED, ETRI, Isan Solution and Yujin is one of them! 

Medication Management Trial —  This study is about to begin at Selwyn Retire-

ment Village. It  aims to analyse the long term usability of the medication support 

system by Selwyn residents. The medication system provides instructions and guid-

ance as people take their daily medications. This support system is operated on 

the IRobiQ robot, which will stay with a resident in their apartment for two weeks. 

 

   What’s Happening? 

   Who are we? 
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Healthbots is a joint Research Project between 

UniServices/The University of Auckland and the 

Electronic and Telecommunications Research  

Institute in Korea (ETRI).  This is a multi-

disciplinary team made up of 22 researchers from 

The University of Auckland and ETRI in Korea. 



Researcher profile: Elizabeth Broadbent 

Q1.   What was it that interested you about the Healthbots project? 

I have wanted to make robots ever since I read Isaac Asimov's robot series. To this end, I studied for a Bachelors degree 
in electrical and electronic engineering from Canterbury University. After graduating I worked for Robotechnology making 
futuristic interactive rides for Te Papa museum. My interests lay mainly in creating and studying the minds of robots, and I 
went on to obtain MSc and PhD degrees in health psychology. When I became a lecturer at the University of Auckland I 
met Bruce MacDonald, head of the robotics lab, and we started to collaborate on human-robot interaction work. Health 
Psychology investigates psychological processes involved in health and illness, and so I am interested in investigating 
how robots can help people who have physical and/or mental illnesses.  I am also interested in how features of the robot 
(such as voice and appearance) affect whether people use it, and their thoughts and feelings towards the robot.  

Q2.   What is your role within the Healthbots project? 

My main role in the Healthbots project is to lead the healthcare studies, which involves study design and analysis of re-
sults, and I supervise some of the PhD students in the project. The project is almost 3 years down the track since it was 
first funded. Over that time, we have made good progress, having first studied the needs and preferences of people in 
Selwyn Village retirement centre, and built and tested two prototype robots in several studies  

Q3.   Where is the Healthbots project at now? 

Our next exiting news is that we have the opportunity to test a number of robots in the village starting in October this year 
to study the benefits they may provide to people in the village over a longer period of time.  
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This is a joint research project to bring together expertise of ETRI's robots with some of The University of 

Auckland’s research capabilities, while partnering with Korean and New Zealand Companies.  The re-

search objective is to evolve the healthcare available for older people by custom designed robotic technol-

ogy. Applications are being designed to help with repetitive tasks such as vital sign monitoring, dispensing 

of medications and fall detection.  These objectives will be achieved by research into the areas of health 

informatics, speech generation, vital signs monitoring, robots in organisations, medication management 

support, psychological factors, wireless propagation, indicators to falls in older people and integration.   
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   Healthbots project:  

Dr Elizabeth Broadbent is a senior lecturer in Health Psychology at the University of 

 Auckland. She speaks with us today about her role in the Healthbots project. 


